This article reports the results of a prehmlnary analysis of translation equivalents in four languages from different language famdles, extracted from an on-hne parallel corpus of George Orwell's Nmeteen Eighty-Four The goal of the study is to determine the degree to which translatmn equivalents for different meamngs of a polysemous word In Enghsh are lexlcahzed differently across a variety of languages, and to detelmme whether this information can be used to structure or create a set of sense distinctions useful in natural language processing apphcatmns A coherence Index is computed that measures the tendency for different senses o1 the same English word to be lexlcahzed differently, and flora this data a clustering algorithm is used to create sense hierat chles
Introduction
It ~s well known that the most nagging issue for word sense disamblguanon (WSD) Is the definmon of just what a word sense is At its base, the problem Is a philosophical and linguistic one that is far from being resolved However, work in automated language processing has led to effotts to flnd practical means to dlstmgmsh word senses, at least to the degree that they are useful for natural language processing tasks such as summarization, document retrieval, and machine translataon Several criteria have been suggested and exploited to automatically determine the sense of a word m context (see Ide and V6roms, 1998) , including syntactic behavior, semantic and pragmatic knowledge, and especially in more recent empirical studies, word co-occurrence within syntactic relations (e g, Hearst, 1991 , Yarowsky, 1993 , words co-occurring m global context (e g, Gale et al, 1993 , Yarowsky, 1992 Schutze, 1992 , 1993 , etc No clear criteria have emerged, however, and the problem continues to loom large for WSD work The notion that cross-hngual comparison can be useful fol sense dlsamblguauon has served as a basis for some recent work on WSD Foi example, Brown et al (1991) and Gale et al (1992a Gale et al ( , 1993 used the parallel, aligned Hansard Corpus of Canadian Parhamentary debates foi WSD, and Dagan et al (1991) and Dagan and Ital (1994) (Erjavec and Ide, 1998 ), Plato's Repubhc (Erjavec, et al, 1998) , the MULTEXT Journal .o/ the Commt.~ston corpus (Ide and V6roms, 1994) , and the Bible (Resnlk, et al, m press) It is likely that these corpora do not provide enough appropriate data to reliably determine sense distinctions Also, ~t Is not clear how the lexlcahzatlon of sense distractions across languages Is affected by genre, domain, style, etc Thls paper attempts to provide some prehmlnary answers to the questions outhned above, In order to eventually determine the degree to which the use of parallel data ts vmble to determine sense distinctions, and, ff so, the ways in which th~s reformation might be used Given the lack of lalge parallel texts across multiple languages, the study is necessarily hmlted, however, close exammanon of a small sample of parallel data can, as a first step, provide the basis and dlrectmn for more extensive studies 1
Methodology
I have conducted a small study using parallel, aligned versmns ot George Orwell's Nineteen Etghtv-Fo,lr (Euavec and Ide, 1998) accomplishes a good portion of the work ot semantic dlsamb~guatmn, therefore occmrences of wolds that appemed in the data in more than one part of speech were grouped separately 2
The Enghsh occurrences were then grouped usmg the sense distinctions m WordNet, (version 1 6) [Miller et al, 1990 , Fellbaum, 1998 ]) The sense categonzatmn was performed by the author and two student assistants, results from the three were compared and a final, mutually agreeable set of sense assignments was estabhshed
For each of the four comparison languages, the corpus of sense-grouped parallel sentences were sent to a llngmst and natl,ve speaker of the comparison language The hngmsts were asked to provide the lexlcal item m each parallel sentence that corresponds to the ambiguous Enghsh word If inflected, they were asked to provide both the inflected form and the root form In addttmn, the lmgmsts were asked to indicate the type of translatmn, according to the dtstmctmns given m Table 1 For over 85% of the Enghsh word occurrences In general, the CI for pans of different senses provides an index of thmr relatedness, t e, the greater the value of Cl(s, sj), the more frequently occurrences of-sense t and sense j are translated with the same lextcal item When t = j, we entropy tOl wold types, lather than word senses obtain a measure of the coherence of a ~lven Table 2 gives the senses of hard and head that occurred in the data s The CI data .s 'sobS' hard and head are given in Tables 3 and 4 ~uous CIs measuring the aff, mty of a sense with itself--that is, the tendency for all occurrences of that sense to be translated wlth the same 
Results
Although the data sample is small, It gives some insight into ways m which a larger sample might contribute to sense discrimination
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Results tor all words m the study are avadable at http//www cs vassar edu/~~de/wsd/cross-hng html 6 Senses 2 3 and 1 4 have CIs ot 1 because each ot these senses exists m a single occurrence m the corpus, and have theretote been dlscarded horn consideration ot CIs to~ individual senses We a~e currently mvesugatmg the use oI the Kappa staUst~c (Carletta, 1996) to normahze these sparse data Table 4 CIs for head Figure 2 shows the sense clusters for hard generated from the CI data 7 The senses fall into two mare clusters, w~th the two most internally consistent senses (1 1 
F,gure 3 Cluster tree and dmtance measures tot the tout senses ot head
Conclusion
The small sample m this study suggests that cross-hngual lexlcahzat~on can be used to define and structure sense d~stmct~ons The cluster graphs above provide mformat~on about relations among WordNet senses that could be used, for example, to determine the granularity of sense differences, whtch m turn could be used in tasks such as machine translatton, mtormaUon retrieval, etc For example, it is hkely that as sense dtstmcttons become finer, the degree of error ~s less severe Resmk and Yarowsky (1997) 
